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Rl'~on:,nce Absorption of Microwaves by the Human Skull II. Powu>. AIISORl'rlON II\' INIIOMOGJ·.NEOllS Sr(!: I o;;J.9 
\\'I LU,\\! T. JOINES' Ml:~IHER. IEEE, J\NIJ RON ALO J. SPIEGEL 

Abslract - Resonance absorption of microwaves by the human skull is 
ex.:::nincu t,y making computerized calculations of theoretical models 

· of the skull. The calculated relative absorption versus frequency is 
plotted and compared for homogeneous and inhomozeneous skull 
motlcls. At a frequency of maximum power absorption, the spatial 
di,!ributio:i of intracranial field intensity (based upon the theoretical 
model) is ::l~o ca!culate<l and plotted. 

Modeling Ilic skull as a multilaycred sphere corresponding to skin, 
fat, born:, dura, ccrebrospinal fluid, and the brain (six concentrir 
~-phcres), c:!ch layer having a specific conductivity and dielectric con
stant expressed as a function of frequency, we have developed a com
puter program for calculating the relative absorption and internal 
distribution of electric field intensity at microwave freqeuncies. To 
cover a range of skull sizes, calcnlations are made for spheres of radius 
7 and 10 cm. At frequencies within the 0.1-3-GHz hand, our results 
show a pronounced difference between tl1e incident energy absorbed 

. by the: homc,geneous and the inhomogeneous (multilayered) skull 
.models. Of particular interest is a broad relative absorption peak near 
2.1 Gl-lz that docs nut appear for the homogeneous skull model. Since 

. the multilayered sphere represents a closer approach to reality in 
modeling the hi:man skull at microwave freqeuncies, the leakage from 
microwave ovens operating at 2.45 GHz may be a greater hazard to 
hur.rnn health than is now being recognized. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Litcrattirc reports a.,d studies.conducted· in our own laboratory indi
cate that incident electrornagnclic waves at certain frequencies within 
the 0.1-3-GHz band are resonantly absorbed by the human skull. At 
frequencies corresponding to peaks of relative absorption, the field 
intensity inside tl1e skull exists as a standing wave, the pattern of which 
changes abruptly with frequency. In other words, the illTlplitude of the 
standing-wave pattern is maximized at frequencies where relative absorp
tion pc:tks occur. At these resonant.frequencies the brain is most 
susceptihh! to damage due to overexposure. 

'Scli\rnn [ l J has published curves showing that the relative absorption 
for a lossy sphere with a concentric outer layer.having different electrical 
propcrti;:s differs appreciably from that for a homogeneous sphere and 
is scnsitiw to the thickness of this outer layer. Schwan assumed the 
outer layer to be fatty tissue, and his curves express relative absorption 
versus spherical radius, but at a specific microwave frequency, since the 
electrical properties of biological tissue are frequency dependent. In a 
more recent publication, Kritikos and Schwan (2 J have given the 
maximum heating potential (power absorbed) versus frequency and the 
internal distribution of heating potential at selected frequencies, but 
only for homogeneous spheres. Johnson and Guy [3] have also taken 
tl1e frequency-dependent electrical properties of brain tissue into ac-
count for homogeneous sphere models. · 

To achieve a closer correspondence to reality than is represented by a. 
homogeneous sphere or the addition·or an outer layer, we have modeled 
the hum:in skull as six concentric spheres representing the layers of 
skin, fat, bune, dura, c.:rebrospinal fluid (CSF), and the brain, each 
layer ha•:ing a conductivity and dielectric constant with a given fre
quency d~prndcncc to be spec.ifi('.d later. This concentric-sphere model 

· was u,:c:.cl h~· Sli,;piro et a!. [4] in determining the heating within an 
irradiated nanial structure, but no attempt was made to express the 
frequency dependence of conductivity and c!klectric constant in 
investiptin~! resonance phenomena. 

' 
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An excellent treatnicnt of sratterin;_: of dcctromagnctic radiation by a 
mul tilaycred sphere is prescn t1.:d by K1.:rkcr [5]. and Sh:ipiro ( 4 J, 
building upon the work of Stratton (61, develops equations for deter' 
mining the internal distribution of absorbed power. The reader should 
consult these refert'flCCS for a more detailed discussion. 

TI1e multilaycred sphere, which scat tcrs the incident clcctrom;umctic 
plane wave, is shown in Fig. 1. The incident wave is propagating ln the 
z direction and is linearly polarized along the x axis. Boundaries be
tween the layers arc denoted by j = 1, 2, · · · ,s, wheres represents the 
boundary between the last layer and the external mediur.1 (in this case, 
free space). The conductivities and dielectric constants of the layers 
areo1,02,·· ·,06 andE1,£2,··· ,e6 . FromKerkcr[5] orShapiro (4], 
the relative absorption of electromagnetic energy within the conducting 
dielectric sphere ( of 011 ter .radius a) in Pig. 1 is given by 

/' 2 co 

-E.,,, - L (211 + l)[ Re (a11 + b11 ) - (ln11 l2 + lb11 12 )J (I) P; °'211=1 

where 

is the power absorbed by the sphere, Pi= (E~/2ri)na2 is the ·power 
incident upon the geometrical cross section of the sphere, a= 2110/?..., 
A is wavelength in the external medium, and 11 is intrinsic impedance 
(377 .n for free space). The scattering coefficients on and b11 , which 
depend up.on the conductivity, dielectric constant, and radius of the 
spherical layers, can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions { 4), f 5 J. 

For an 'interior point (r, 0, <!>) of the multilayered sphere in Fig. l, 
the mean power dissipated in watts per unit volume can be expressed as 

· l 2 Pa(r,8,<!>) = 201£1 (2) 
where a and F: are the values of conductivity and electric field intensity 
at the interio.r point. Hence, from ( 1), arid as described by Shapiro [ 4], 
the normalized mean power density u1E1 2 /(2El) or norn1alizcd electric 
field intensity squared 1£1 2 /E5 can be determined at interior points of 
the skull model. As before, Eo is the electric field intensity of the plane 
wave incident upon the sphere. 

Before computations are made to determine the· power absorption 
versus frequency and the internal distribution of power density, the 
values and frequency dependence of ai and £j for the layers must be 
specified. This was done in the following way. 

The conductivity and dielectric constant of an electrically polarizable 
material are ( 2). [7], [ 8 I 

· J + (wT)2 
(3) 

and 

. [ff ~ -· + (wT/ 
E'[, - f')J Ef:"-f __ _ 

I + (<c1T/ = Elf I+ (w7)2 (4) 

where the subscripts I. and II denote low-frequency (de) and high
frequency (optical) values. For biological tissue with high water content, 
the relaxation time Tis l/(2rrfo), where fo, the frequency of rotational 
resonance of the water molecules, is approximately 20 GHz. · 

Since the hig.h-frt.-qucncy ancl low-frequency values of a and e for each 
layer of the skull arc not accuratdy knoll'n, it is rca~onal>le to assume 
that tlw r~tio, Of-!/01, am! EJ./c/f clo nnt diffor from c,ne layer of high 
water content to ;mother. For brain matter these ratios are approxi-
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Fig. I. Multilayered (s"" 6)~phere model ofsku!l irradiated by incident 
plane wave propagating in z direction. 

TABLE I 
D1,tENSIONS AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF MIJL Tl LAYERED 

SPHERE MooEL OF HUMAN SKULL 

RaCius. (cm) Cc.nC:'.Jctivity (!11il1 imhor./cr:i) 

l+C2(f/f
0

)
2 

er---'-><] 
• 1 + (f/f0)2 

Relative dielectric co!'ls!ant 

12+(1/f )2 

4(---0-rJ 
1 +(f!f

0
) 

·f,t ••O.15 

bone 

dura 

CSf 

brain 

a-O.27 

a-O.7O 

a-O.6O 

a-1.1O 

Note: fo = 20 GHz. 

2 5 

1+62(f/f0)2 12+(f/f )2 

8(---;'2'] 4( o 
I + (f/f

0
) l+(f/1

0
) 2 

1'62(f/f0)2 12+(1/f )2 
8(--....... , 7[--L--J 

I + (f/fc)'J 1+ (f/1
0

)
2 

1+62(1/f.)2 12+(f/f )2 

6( J 5(--:-¾-J 
1 • (111_,,0_J' ________ 1•_!_11_10"-J ____ _ 

mated by [2] oHlaL = 62 and E£/EH = 12. Incorporating these 

asrnmptions into (3) and (4), the frequency dependent a and f' become 

and 

where f o = 20 GHz. 

a =·aL [
l + 62(f/fo)2

] 

1 + (f/f o)
2 J 

E = " [12 + (f/fo>2l 
H l + (f/f o)2J 

(5) 

(6) 

Adjusting the term outside the brackets in (5) and (6) tci agree with 

available data [4], [8]. [9] within the 0.1-3-GHz frequency range, 

representative values of a and 1: for each layer of the skull model are 

given in Table I. The fat and bone layers, which have low water 

content, are assigned frequency independent values of a and f'. 

Ill. COMPUTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To obtain convergence of the series expansion for PalP; in (1), it was 

neccs,ary to evaluate the scattering coefficients to a high degree of 

accuracy. 1his was accomplished by expanding the Bess.::! functions in 

terms of trigonometric functions and by using double-precision arith· 

rnetic (16-dccimal digits) on the real and imaginary parts. The 

evaluation of terms in the series expansion was continued until the 

scattering coefficients satisfied the requirement 

(7) 

IJ,i11::: the values of o and E in Table I to determine the scatterin·g 

cocificknb in (I), the relatirc absorption of multibycred spht"res with 
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Fig. 2. Relative power absorption versus frequency for inhomo11:eneous 
(six-layered) and homogeneous (one-layered) sphere models of outer 
radius a = 7 cm. 
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Fig. 3. Relative power absorption versus frequency for inhomogeneous 
(six-layered) and homogeneous (one-layered) sphere models of outer 
radius a= 10 cm. 

an outer radius of 7 and 10 cm is shown as the upper curve in Figs. 2 

and 3. The lower curve was obtained by letting all the layers have the 

same a and E as brain matter (homogeneous sphere) and is offered for 

comparison. Note that the absorption peak at about 2.1 GHz of 1.52 

for a = 1 cm and 1.38 for a = 10 cm does not appear if one ta.1'es the 

human skull to be represented by a homogeneous sphere. As one would 

expect, the resonant peaks .are shifted downward in freqcuncy as the 

radius is increased from 7 to IO cm. . 

· The internal distribution of electric field intensity' (iEf2 /El) within. 

the inhomogeneous sphere for the resonant peak near 2.1 GHz is 

shown in Fig. 4 for a = 1 cm and in Fig. 5 for a =- 10 cm. The distribu

tion is shown along the direction of propagation (the z a.xis), in the 

x-z plane in Fig. 1. To obtain the mean power density at any point 

along the z axis, the ordinate in Fig. 4 oi 5 is simply multipiied by 

.a/2 cir 5 mmho/cm, since the conductivity of the brain matter, over 

which the distribution is given, is 10 mmho/cm at 2.1 GHz (from Table 

I). This means that if £ 0 = (7 .54) 112 V/cm, corresponding to JO m\V/cm2 

incident upon the sphere, the mean power density at the peak near 

midbrain is 5(0.23)7.54 = 8.7 mW/cc for a= 10 cm, and 5(0.55)7 .54 = 
20.8 mW/cc for a= 1 cm. By the measure used hy Kritikos and 

Schwan [2], these peaks in local power density would represent in

tense hot spots. Other investii;ators have not reported such large peaks, 

but our computer program ch.:cks with their d:irn .in the fo!h,wing 

ways. 1) Using Shapiro's multilayercd sphere data ['4) at 3 GHz, we 

,vere able· to repeat his plots of mean power density and to obtain the 

same absorption cross section. 2) TI1e lower cun-e in Figs. 2 and 3, 

obtained from our program by letting all th~ layers ha\·e the san1e a and· 

f as brain matter (homogeneous sphere), seems consistent. with the 

results of other investigators, and the relative absorption peak at 

0.65 GHz for a = 1 c.-m in Fig. 2 is the same as obuined by Johnson 

and Guy [ 3] for th~ same siz.: homogeneous sphc;e. 
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2 AXIS (CMS) 

Fig. 4. Z-axis distribution of normalized electric field i_ntensity squared imich> tile simulated brain matter (first layer) of the six-layered sphere model. a=7cm,f=2.J GHz. 
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Fig. 5. .Z-axis distribution of normalized electric field intensity squarc,d · i,isidc the simulated brain matter (first layer) of the six-layered sphere model. a= IO cm, f= 2.1 GHz. 

At a given frequency, the values of o and e in Table I, which arc intended to represent a typical human skull, may vary from one individual to another, and certainly the layer thicknesses are subject to individual variations. /11 vitro measurements [ 4] indicate that the dielectric constant may vary as much as ± 30 percent of the mean and conductivity ± 40 percent. From available data it would be difficull, if not impossible, to determine how much variation is due to measure• . merit errors and how much is due to actual differences in the chemical composition of cranial layers from one skull to another. For this range .of variation in o and e, the maximum relative absorption in Fig. 2 (upper curve) would range from about 1.30 to 1.65 at a freqeuncy between about 1 .7-2.5 GHz. Although variations in layer thickness would further increase the range of peak absorption and resonant frequency, the point is that a range of uncertainty does exist. And while Figs. 2 and 4 (or 3 and 5) may accurately depict the absorption and distribution of energy for a given human skull irradiated by microwaves, the situation may be quite different for another skull of the 
same physical size ( outer radius). 

IV; CONCLUSIONS 

The multilayered sphere model of the human skull used in this study shows pronounced resonance absorption effects in the 0.1-3-Gllz frequcni:-y r;,n::c that are not present in the homogeneous sphere model. Variations in mea.~urcd values of o and e indicate that the peak absorpfr10 near 2.1 GHz in Fig. 2 may occur anywhere from 1.7 to 2.5 GHz. Hence, the le.lkage from microwave ovens operating at 2.<:5 GHz (or any other high-power source in the 1 .7-2.5-CHz range) may be a greater .hazard to human health than is now being recognized. TI1e range of freciuencics over which a health hazard may exist could possibly be narrowed con5iderably if one knew exactly how much o•and" of cranial lay~r~ rnuld change from one human skuH to another. :-.tore accurnte mc:i,u;~n,cnts of o and € at more frequencies in the microwave range 
could help resolve the problem. 
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Ultrasound D sage for Nontherapeutic Use on Human Beings
Ext polations from a Literature Survey 

Abstract-A practic method for analyzing the biological effects of nontherapeutic ultraso 11d was applied to the data of 21 different principal investigators. The data were compiled so tltat individual investigators could devel , tentative· guidelines of their own regarding the hazards of diagnostic 1ltraso11rid in human beings. One set of guidelines developed sugges d that exposures of minimal hazard lie below a log/log line connecti 100 µs of 100 W/cm2 ultrasound with 200 s of 100 mW/cn.2 ultra. und. An ultrasonic intensity of 100 mW/cm 2 
or less was of little or o hazard for at least 10 000 s. These· guidelines applied to both conh uous· and pulsed-wave ultrasound doses that were described by ave e intensity multiplied by total exposure time. The proposed schedu was valid for 0.S-15 MHz and for all anatomic sites except the eyes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing popularity of ultrasonic di nostic devir:es in the practice of medicine has raised questions of tli ·r safety (4], (10], [ 14], [ 16], I 22], [ 29]. .In any diagnostic proce ure, the physician must compare the hazards of the procedure with th robability that useful information will be gained. TI1e engineer wh designs either industrial or medical equipment may encounter specifica ·ons that inadequately state limitations imposed by physiological .ha rd. Fortunately, the research community (which may not unders ·,nd the imperatives felt by .practicing physicians and engineers) can temper premature or inappropriate usage on theoretical and experimental .grouncls. Of particular current interest are ultrasonic imaging devices such as the acoustic-optical imai,,ing (AOl) system described by Buckles and Knox [5]. Refinement of the AO! system for general diagnostic use in human bcin!,!s, however, may require exposure to ultr:,~oun<l pulses with peak power in excess of 500 W/cni2; therefore, gui<ldin..:s for reasonably s,1fe ultrasound exposures should be established .. 
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